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Abstract

Objective The ECG plays a central role in the rapid

diagnosis of acute myocardial infarctions (MI). In hae-

modynamically instable patients, adhesion of electrodes

sometimes is difficult and assessing ECGs through layers

of clothes has not been done so far. A novel capacitive

measurement of ECG signals is possible without skin

contact. Whether this technical innovation can be used in

patients with MI is unclear.

Methods We evaluated a capacitive ECG system (cECG)

in patients with anterior and inferior ST elevation MI

(STEMI) as compared to patients without ST elevations in

anterior and inferior leads. The cECG was assessed using a

sensor array consisting of 15 electrodes of which the

classical leads I, II, III, aVL, aVF and V1–V3 were calcu-

lated from. 66 patients were included in the study. In

addition to the conventional ECG (kECG) the novel cECG

was registered before reperfusion therapy was started.

Results In a first round, 19 patients presented with ante-

rior MI, 23 with inferior MI, and 7 either with left bundle

branch block or lateral MI. Regarding anterior MI, a sig-

nificant correlation (P \ 0.05) was found between ST

elevations in leads I, aVL, V2 and V3 comparing cECG and

kECG. In inferior MI, there was only a significant

correlation (P \ 0.05) in lead III between cECG and

kECG, but not in II and aVF. Therefore, 17 additional

patients were included in the study by placing an additional

electrode further away from the sensor array on the chest.

ST elevations now correlated in all inferior leads II, III and

aVF (P \ 0.05) as measured in 9 patients with inferior MI.

In addition, in 8 patients an inferior MI was correctly ruled

out.

Conclusion It is possible to identify STEMIs by cECG.

This innovative technique could play an important role in

the pre-hospital period as well as in the hospital.

Keywords Capacitive electrocardiography � Clinical

cardiology � Coronary heart disease risk � Ischemic heart

disease � Myocardial infarction

Introduction

ECG

The ECG is a central diagnostic tool for heart diseases

since it was described by Einthoven more than one century

ago [1]. Besides the assessment and differentiation of

arrhythmias, the ECG becomes more and more important

in the early diagnosis of myocardial infarction in addition

to rapid treatment as urged by current guidelines of many

cardiological societies [2, 3]. This is even more important

in the pre-hospital period to quickly assess ST elevation

myocardial infarction (STEMI), transfer ECG signals to a

PCI centre, and to initiate adequate and rapid reperfusion

therapy [4].

Unfortunately, when trying to assess an ECG in hae-

modynamically instable patients such as patients being

in pre-shock or shock, the adhesion of conventional
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electrodes to the skin sometimes is difficult if not impos-

sible due to the wet skin caused by higher perspiration.

Moreover, in certain situations it is difficult or simply too

time-consuming to undress the patient before acquiring an

ECG. Therefore, novel ECG techniques are required.

Capacitive electrodes

Capacitive electrodes are a dry, non-contact alternative to

conventional wet bioelectric electrodes, preventing the

need of an electrolyte gel and, in contrast to common dry

electrodes, enabling the measurement through insulating

materials like hair or even clothes. Such capacitive elec-

trode principles are well known since the end of the 1960s.

In the field of cardiac diagnostics, one main research field

was focused on classic diagnostic systems for ECG mea-

surement in clinical environments [5–7]. New fields of

application were also investigated due to the insulating

behavior of these electrodes [8]. Integration in chairs or

beds and wearable devices shows motivating results [9–

11]. The main problem of capacitive electrodes is the

sensitivity to movement artifacts. Movements of the skin

relative to the sensor cause in great artifact amplitudes.

Thus, some groups also focused on the reduction of these

artifacts for practical application of this technology [12].

The main concept of capacitive measurements of bio-

electric signals is the capacitive coupling between the skin

and a metallic face inside the sensor. This electrode is

placed close to the skin with an insulating material between

the electrode face and the skin. An ultra-high input

impedance amplifier is connected to the metallic face. This

guarantees a low input corner frequency below 100 mHz

for the capacitively coupled biosignal. The coupling pro-

cess is based on the electrical displacement currents caused

by the changing potential distribution of the heart. These

displacement currents are mirrored on the face of the

electrode and amplified by this special amplifier. To pre-

vent disturbances from outside electrical fields, shielding

(normally active and passive) is needed for a stable

behavior of the electrode. Due to the amplification and

active shielding, capacitive electrodes are active. As

already shown in prior studies on healthy volunteers, the

capacitive (cECG) gives exactly the same information as

the conventional (kECG) when electrodes are placed at the

same positions and comparable signals when electrodes are

placed in the configuration of the sensor array used in this

study [13, 14].

Whether this technical innovation could be used for

detection of ST elevations in patients with myocardial

infarction was unclear. Therefore, we evaluated a novel

cECG system in patients with STEMI.

Methods

System

The used cECG system is based on a sensor array with 15

capacitive electrodes (Fig. 1a, b), which is well described

in prior studies [13, 14]. Capacitive electrodes can be

placed on the patient without any preparation, so it does not

make a difference between placing one electrode or even

multiple electrodes. The array configuration enables the

combination of standard time-based leads and 2D spatial

measurements (body surface potential mapping, BSPM).

Moreover, this configuration allows a cable free electrode

placement and a portable and compact system. Neverthe-

less, it does not realize a replacement for a standard

12-channel ECG, because the 12-channel configuration

always need cabling and single electrode fixation on the

standard lead positions.

In this study which was performed between March 2009

and May 2010, the focus was on the detection of ST ele-

vations with this array configuration and not on BSPM,

therefore standard lead approximations were extracted out

of the sensor array data to better compare the measured

ECG with a conventional ECG. A positive vote by the local

ethics committee of the University Medicine Göttingen

was requested before the study and granted.

In our study, 49 patients were initially included who

presented in our Heart Centre of the University Hospital

Göttingen (Table 1), either in our Chest Pain Unit (CPU)

certified by the German Cardiac Society or were trans-

ported directly to our catheter lab through an emergency

physician. Of course, all patients were asked to agree to

participate in the study. This happened prior to the cECG

measurements in the catheter lab by signature of the

patients. cECGs were assessed before reperfusion therapy

was started and compared to a conventional ECG (kECG).

The capacitive ECGs were measured by placing the system

on the patient’s undressed chest (as shown graphically in

Fig. 1d) with a galvanic grounding electrode connected to

one arm of the patient. This grounding electrode decreases

the influence of external disturbing fields. Each cECG

measurement lasted up to 30 s and was performed in par-

allel to the preparation in the catheter lab shortly before

starting the acute coronary angiography. There were no

predefined exclusion criteria. Patients were included in an

all comer fashion. Main inclusion criteria were the exis-

tence of both a capacitive and a conventional ECG.

Because we did not want to delay reperfusion therapy in

STEMI patients we did not assess cECGs in those instances

where it may have taken too long (patient was already on

the cath table, ready to start the catheterization).
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Extraction

The system was placed on the undressed chest (Fig. 1c) to

get extracted Einthoven/Goldberger leads and three Wilson

leads (V1–V3). Due to the different shapes of the body, the

best electrodes for the extraction were selected subse-

quently. Only if one of these electrodes was not available,

electrodes close to the predefined electrodes (Fig. 1d: blue

Fig. 1 a View of the back of the tablet PC with the sensor array

consisting of 15 electrodes. b A single capacitive electrode compared

to the size of a 2 € coin. c Positioning of the tablet PC/cECG device

on the chest of a patient. d Relative position of the electrodes on the

chest of the patient. O3 is a fixed point in the fourth intercostal space

on the right (being V1 in the conventional ECG). Electrode O5 serves

as capacitive reference for differential measurement. The leads after

Einthoven and Goldberger (I, II, III, aVR, aVL, aVF) are shown

through the blue triangle (and the blue box on the right) whereas the

Wilson leads (V1–V3) are represented by the red electrodes (and the

red box on the right)

Table 1 Patient characteristics

Mean values and standard

deviation are presented

Anterior MI Inferior MI LBBB,

lateral MI

Number of patients 19 23 7

Male/female 13/6 12/11 5/2

Age (years) 69.7 ± 13.6 63.3 ± 15.6 60.3 ± 13.4

BMI (kg/m2) 27.4 ± 3.8 28.3 ± 3.7 24.5 ± 3.0

Time from begin of chest

pain to arrival in PCI clinic (min)

306.2 ± 250.2 198.6 ± 139.1 191.1 ± 203.3

TIMI risk score 5.0 ± 2.1 4.0 ± 2.7 3.9 ± 2.4

TIMI flow before PCI 0.4 ± 1.0 0.7 ± 1.1 2.1 ± 1.5

TIMI flow after PCI 2.7 ± 0.7 2.7 ± 0.9 3.0 ± 0.0

Killip Score 1.3 ± 0.8 1.8 ± 1.3 1.4 ± 1.1

Number of patients smoking (%) 5 (26.3%) 5 (21.7%) 4 (57.1%)

Number of patients with hypertension (%) 13 (68.4%) 11 (47.8%) 3 (42.9%)

Number of patients with diabetes (%) 1 (5.3%) 6 (26.1%) 1 (14.3%)

Number of patients with positive

medical history of family (%)

2 (10.5%) 5 (21.7%) 1 (14.3%)

Number of patients

with hyperlipoproteinaemia (%)

3 (15.7%) 2 (8.7%) 2 (28.6%)
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triangle and red marked electrodes) were selected. For the

extraction procedure, the leads were calculated by the

following equations (Fig. 1d):

Ic ¼ cVL� cVR ð1Þ
IIc ¼ cVF� cVR ð2Þ
IIIc ¼ cVF� cVL ð3Þ
aVRc ¼ cVR� cVL� cVFð Þ=2 ð4Þ
aVLc ¼ cVL� cVR� cVFð Þ=2 ð5Þ
aVFc ¼ cVF� cVR� cVLð Þ=2 ð6Þ
Vic ¼ cVi� cVRþ cVLþ cVFð Þ=3 ð7Þ

This extraction is based on signals measured in the near

field of the heart, so this extraction cannot generate the

same leads measured on the standard positions. One

question of this study apart from the principled sensitivity

to capacitive electrodes for ST elevations was the reli-

ability of this extraction approach in the clinical setup. The

main purpose of the lead extraction is not to get real

standard leads since this is limited by the array configu-

ration. The extraction, however, may help the medical staff

to quickly assess the ECG in its known way.

After an interim evaluation (49 patients), an external

capacitive electrode was added to the setup due to the low

detection rate of inferior myocardial infarctions. This

external electrode was placed on the left side of the patient’s

lower back as a foot electrode to enlarge the triangle of

Einthoven (Fig. 6a). 17 additional patients were success-

fully measured with this external electrode not only to better

assess but also to rule out confidently an inferior MI.

Statistics

Both ECGs were measured manually due to the parameters

Q, R, S voltage, ST segment height and T voltage. These

measurements were directly correlated between kECG and

cECG for all patients. For statistical evaluation, simple

linear regressions were used. A P value of 0.05 was used as

a significance level. Standard deviation was used

throughout the manuscript.

Results

ECGs of acute anterior STEMI

Figure 2 shows a typical original conventional (kECG;

Fig. 2a) as well as a capacitive ECG (cECG; Fig. 2b)

recording from a patient with an acute anterior myocardial

infarction. In the kECG one can clearly see the ST eleva-

tions in leads I, aVL, V1–V3. In accordance with this, ST

elevations can be assessed with the help of the cECG

having similar ST elevations in leads I, aVL, V2–V3.

Coronary angiogram in this patient revealed a complete

blockade of the proximal LAD which was instantaneously

dilated and stented successfully. Moreover, this patient had

a non-significant 40% blockage of the right coronary

artery. The corresponding electrode array and original

recordings are presented in Fig. 2c with electrodes O1 and

O11 showing no clear signals due to the patient0s anatomy

(skinny chest). This array displays the array electrodes

referenced to a Wilson central terminal calculated out of

Fig. 2 a An original conventional ECG (kECG) as well as b a capacitive ECG (cECG) from a typical patient with an acute anterior myocardial

infarction. c Corresponding electrode array with electrodes O1 and O11 showing no clear signals due to the patient’s anatomy
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the selected R, L and F channels. They represent Wilson

leads with a higher spatial resolution around V1 and V3.

Nevertheless, as shown in Fig. 2b, adequate surface ECG

could be convincingly assessed by the cECG system.

All data for 49 patients (Table 2) were analyzed for

leads I, II, III, aVL, aVF, and V1–V3 independent of the

localization of the MI. Significant correlations were found

for ST elevations in leads I, III, aVL, and V2–V3 pointing

to the fact that especially anterior leads seem to correlate

well.

This is underlined when only analyzing the patients with

anterior MI with respect to leads I, aVL, and V1–V3

(Table 3). With respect to their ST elevations, R ampli-

tudes, as well as T wave amplitudes, all data correlated

significantly between kECG and cECG, except for lead V1.

As an example, values for lead V2 are shown graphically in

Fig. 3 in addition.

ECGs of acute inferior STEMI

Figure 4 shows an original conventional (Fig. 4a) as well

as a capacitive ECG (Fig. 4b) from a patient with an

inferior myocardial infarction. In the kECG one can clearly

see the ST elevations in leads II, III, aVF. In accordance

with this, ST elevations can be assessed, although not as

clearly as in the kECG, with the help of the cECG showing

also ST elevations in leads II, III, aVF. The coronary

angiogram in this patient revealed a complete blockade of

the proximal RCA (with masses of fresh thrombi) which

was dilated and stented successfully. Moreover, this patient

had a 60% blockage of the LAD and a 50% blockage of the

RD1. The corresponding electrode array and original

recordings are presented in Fig. 4c with the electrode O1

showing no clear signals due to the patient’s anatomy.

Nevertheless, as shown in Fig. 4b adequate surface ECG

could be assessed.

When analyzing all data from 23 patients with inferior

MI (Table 4) for leads III, aVF with respect to their ST

elevations, only lead III correlated significantly between

kECG and cECG (Fig. 5). This is underlined by the fact

that the other classical inferior leads II and aVF even do

not correlate well when analyzing all 49 patients

(Table 2).

ECGs of inferior STEMI with additional electrode

To improve the representation of inferior infarctions an

external capacitive electrode was added in the second part

Table 2 Correlations between

cECG and kECG of anterior and

inferior leads during myocardial

infarction of all patients without

additional electrodes but

including left bundle branch

block and lateral infarctions

(n = 49)

SD standard deviation

All leads P value r2 kECG (mV)

mean ± SD

cECG (mV)

mean ± SD

I ST-elevation \0.0001 0.3867 0.027 ± 0.058 0.083 ± 0.143

I T-wave \0.0001 0.3573 0.141 ± 0.141 0.243 ± 0.228

I R-spike \0.0001 0.3569 0.672 ± 0.354 0.817 ± 0.759

II ST-elevation 0.1076 0.05416 0.092 ± 0.111 0.119 ± 0.149

II T-wave 0.2548 0.02750 0.306 ± 0.248 0.362 ± 0.261

II R-spike \0.0001 0.4286 0.660 ± 0.459 0.645 ± 0.656

III ST-elevation 0.0078 0.1413 0.121 ± 0.145 0.107 ± 0.173

III T-wave 0.0007 0.2190 0.280 ± 0.302 0.258 ± 0.298

III R-spike 0.6510 0.004390 0.418 ± 0.434 0.318 ± 0.368

aVL ST-elevation 0.0004 0.2469 0.029 ± 0.073 0.062 ± 0.128

aVL T-wave 0.0098 0.1421 0.083 ± 0.136 0.134 ± 0.168

aVL R-spike 0.0212 0.1124 0.503 ± 0.377 0.627 ± 0.564

aVF ST-elevation 0.9223 0.0002188 0.099 ± 0.119 0.099 ± 0.152

aVF T-wave 0.0254 0.1085 0.297 ± 0.280 0.306 ± 0.261

aVF R-spike 0.0034 0.1787 0.477 ± 0.431 0.419 ± 0.415

V1 ST-elevation 0.8813 0.0005120 0.075 ± 0.085 0.043 ± 0.143

V1 T-wave 0.3986 0.01624 0.164 ± 0.163 0.056 ± 0.147

V1 R-spike 0.3088 0.02353 0.153 ± 0.146 0.293 ± 0.237

V2 ST-elevation \0.0001 0.5505 0.167 ± 0.218 0.094 ± 0.110

V2 T-wave \0.0001 0.4350 0.441 ± 0.345 0.194 ± 0.182

V2 R-spike \0.0001 0.3724 0.304 ± 0.285 0.105 ± 0.119

V3 ST-elevation \0.0001 0.6255 0.166 ± 0.180 0.099 ± 0.141

V3 T-wave \0.0001 0.4262 0.576 ± 0.349 0.269 ± 0.206

V3 R-spike 0.0002 0.2682 0.457 ± 0.473 0.346 ± 0.375
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of the trial. The electrode was placed at the patient’s lower

back as a foot electrode to enlarge the triangle for lead

extraction (Fig. 6a, green triangle). Altogether, 17 patients

were measured this way of which 9 patients presented with

inferior infarctions. Original examples are presented in

Fig. 6b with significant correlations now for ST elevation

and T wave amplitudes of lead aVF as an example being

graphically displayed in Fig 6c. The new results showed

even significant correlations (P \ 0.05) of ST elevations in

leads II, III and aVF (Table 5) when only including the 9

patients with inferior infarction. In summary, cECG shows

the ability for a correct and fast STEMI diagnosis. Due to

the limitations out of the array size, an additional electrode

was used to enlarge the diagnostic information in the case

of inferior infarction.

Time parameters

In addition to the ECG amplitudes, time parameters were

assessed. As an example for the ECGs in the patients with

anterior MI, QT interval in lead V2 was 408 ± 48 ms for

cECG as compared to 410 ± 46 ms for kECG on average.

The individual values (n = 19) correlated significantly

(P = 0.006; r2 = 0.364).

In addition, ECGs in the patients with inferior MI (n = 23)

had mean QT intervals in lead III with 426 ± 58 ms for

cECG as compared to 424 ± 40 ms for kECG. The indi-

vidual values correlated significantly (P = 0.023; r2 =

0.224) even without additional electrode. This was expected

due to the fact that the capacitive sensor measures the same

electrical signal source as galvanic electrodes.

Table 3 Correlations between

cECG and kECG of anterior

leads during anterior myocardial

infarction (n = 19)

SD standard deviation

Anterior leads P value r2 kECG (mV)

mean ± SD

cECG (mV)

mean ± SD

I ST-elevation 0.0028 0.4171 0.042 ± 0.071 0.174 ± 0.182

I T-wave 0.0007 0.5005 0.179 ± 0.191 0.335 ± 0.267

I R-spike \0.0001 0.7611 0.750 ± 0.356 0.581 ± 0.627

aVL ST-elevation 0.0006 0.5052 0.061 ± 0.098 0.101 ± 0.135

aVL T-wave 0.0150 0.3008 0.142 ± 0.179 0.170 ± 0.195

aVL R-spike 0.0021 0.4370 0.682 ± 0.312 0.604 ± 0.649

V1 ST-elevation 0.7940 0.004121 0.124 ± 0.084 0.013 ± 0.038

V1 T-wave 0.8640 0.001775 0.182 ± 0.154 0.042 ± 0.102

V1 R-spike 0.2061 0.09228 0.108 ± 0.146 0.327 ± 0.257

V2 ST-elevation 0.0001 0.5841 0.345 ± 0.231 0.157 ± 0.124

V2 T-wave 0.0007 0.5027 0.603 ± 0.413 0.261 ± 0.192

V2 R-spike 0.0189 0.2836 0.158 ± 0.195 0.054 ± 0.083

V3 ST-elevation 0.0004 0.5285 0.305 ± 0.186 0.198 ± 0.169

V3 T-wave 0.0073 0.3532 0.750 ± 0.416 0.369 ± 0.237

V3 R-spike 0.0121 0.3171 0.271 ± 0.454 0.190 ± 0.250

V2 ST-elevation

significant yes

P value 0.0001

r² 0.5841

V2 T-wave

signifcant yes

P value 0.0007

r² 0.5027

V2 T wave
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Fig. 3 Correlation between kECG and cECG in lead V2 for a ST elevation, and b T wave amplitude (n = 19)
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Fig. 4 a An original conventional as well as b a capacitive ECG from a typical patient with an acute inferior myocardial infarction.

c Corresponding electrode array with electrode O1 showing no clear signals due to the patient0s anatomy

Table 4 Correlations between

cECG and kECG of inferior

leads during inferior myocardial

infarction (n = 23)

SD standard deviation

Inferior leads P value r2 kECG (mV)

mean ± SD

cECG (mV)

mean ± SD

II ST-elevation 0.3844 0.03622 0.179 ± 0.109 0.049 ± 0.087

II T-wave 0.1003 0.1233 0.422 ± 0.293 0.296 ± 0.228

II R-spike 0.0123 0.2632 0.857 ± 0.457 0.876 ± 0.632

III ST-elevation 0.0014 0.3909 0.231 ± 0.133 0.108 ± 0.117

III T-wave 0.0113 0.2688 0.426 ± 0.348 0.256 ± 0.278

III R-spike 0.6084 0.01272 0.657 ± 0.466 0.364 ± 0.325

aVF ST-elevation 0.1598 0.1012 0.182 ± 0.115 0.056 ± 0.088

aVF T-wave 0.0066 0.3282 0.439 ± 0.329 0.260 ± 0.238

aVF R-spike 0.4656 0.02835 0.701 ± 0.438 0.550 ± 0.429

III ST- elevation

significant yes

P value 0.0014

r² 0.3909

III T-wave

significant yes

P value 0.0113

r² 0.2688

III STelevation
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Fig. 5 Correlation between

kECG and cECG in lead III for

a ST elevation, and b T wave

amplitude (n = 23)
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Discussion

In the present proof of concept study, we present data in

patients with acute ST myocardial infarction showing that

the portable cECG system based on an electrode array is a

promising approach for the fast STEMI diagnosis, shown

on patients with anterior MI and with the help of an

additional electrode at the lower back also on patients with

inferior MI.

Due to the current guidelines for the treatment of myo-

cardial infarctions, rapid ECG assessment is mandatory in

patients with chest pain and acute coronary syndromes

contributing to a reduction in door- and contact-to-balloon

times to primary angioplasty [2–4, 15–17]. Usually,

A
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Fig. 6 Increasing Einthovens triangle by an additional electrode a at the lower left back, b improves cECG dramatically leading to c graphs of

the correlation between kECG and cECG in lead aVF for ST elevation and T wave amplitude (n = 17)

Table 5 Correlations between

cECG and kECG of inferior

leads during inferior myocardial

infarction after adding another

electrode to the lower back of

the body (n = 9)

SD standard deviation

Inferior leads P value r2 kECG (mV)

mean ± SD

cECG (mV)

mean ± SD

II ST-elevation 0.0358 0.4898 0.089 ± 0.065 0.107 ± 0.136

II T-wave 0.0088 0.6489 0.300 ± 0.238 0.176 ± 0.253

II R-spike 0.0076 0.6621 0.717 ± 0.438 1.125 ± 0.978

III ST-elevation 0.0197 0.5641 0.117 ± 0.075 0.197 ± 0.221

III T-wave 0.0452 0.4583 0.300 ± 0.217 0.213 ± 0.356

III R-spike 0.1684 0.2521 0.378 ± 0.258 0.780 ± 0.657

aVF ST-elevation 0.0018 0.8254 0.113 ± 0.058 0.152 ± 0.175

aVF T-wave 0.0151 0.6542 0.256 ± 0.226 0.220 ± 0.289

aVF R-spike 0.1229 0.3493 0.544 ± 0.353 0.906 ± 0.626
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conventional ECG assessment including undressing takes

about 2–3 min. Not only time is critical but also being able

to adequately measure ECGs, e.g. during difficult clinical

situations when the patient is in shock or when a patient is

resuscitated. Regular electrodes in these situations may not

be easily fixed to the patient’s chest and limbs and therefore

alternative techniques are warranted. Quick assessment of

an ECG within a few seconds (about 15–30 s) as suggested

by the current cECG even through the clothes may be of

great clinical advantage.

In the current study, we investigated 66 patients with MI

and found clear correlations in the ECG alterations analyzed

including ST elevations, T wave amplitudes, as well as R

amplitudes between kECG and cECG. This was true from

the beginning of the study for patients with anterior myo-

cardial infarctions for the classical leads I, aVL, and V2–V3.

The anterior wall is well mapped by Wilson’s leads because

it is in close distance to the left anterior chest. Therefore,

locally placed capacitive electrodes can adequately measure

ECG signals as shown by the results of the current study.

This, however, is different in the situation where the

inferior wall of the heart is damaged through an acute MI.

Here, usually leads II, III, and aVF which are measured by

electrodes placed at the left and right arm versus left leg are

needed. In acute situations, one can also place electrodes at

the left and right shoulder versus left lower chest or back.

Our results show that without an additional electrode at the

left lower back the capacitive electrodes on the chest are

not sufficient to adequately assess inferior MI because only

a significant correlation for ST elevation was found in lead

III. One possible explanation is that ST elevations were the

highest in lead III. This was consistent in the conventional

kECG as well as in the capacitive cECG resulting in a

better correlation as compared to II and aVF (although

there was at least a trend in aVF with P = 0.1598). Further

assessment in 9 patients with inferior MI show that with the

simple help of this additional lower back electrode even the

capacitive electrodes on the upper left chest are able to

adequately assess ST elevation in all three leads II, III, and

aVF. The array configuration and, therefore, the lead

extraction limits the correlation values in comparison to the

12 channel ECG, so further studies are necessary to

improve the lead approximation (especially for lead V1)

and also to extend the sensor range to V4–V6. This limi-

tation (also with respect to additional leads V7–V9) can be

easily approached by extension of the current pilot system

by a larger electrode array which covers additional regions

for the missing Wilson leads and by detaching the capac-

itive electrodes from the tablet PC to give more flexibility.

Such a system is already under development.

Because of the study design and the changes of the

measurement configuration (additional electrode) during

the study, a reliable and needed analysis of sensitivity and

specificity should be addressed in a different study design.

Furthermore, the outcome of this study will be used to

improve the shown system and realize these further studies.

Therefore, a new and larger non-inferiority trial (FIDET)

for patients presenting with acute coronary syndrome

(ACS) was initiated to investigate sensitivity and speci-

ficity of the novel cECG.

Some other limitations of this study have to be dis-

cussed. Due to the design of the study, the time for mea-

suring the cECG was strictly limited by the start of the

reperfusion therapy. Because of the limited body adaption

provided by the presented system and the different shapes

of the patients’ chests, an optimal adaption of all electrodes

was not possible in all cases (see electrodes O1 and O11 in

Fig. 2c, as well as electrode O1 in Fig. 4c). Nevertheless,

the adaption was controlled for the relevant electrodes

(Fig. 1d) before starting the measurement without a

reduction in the quality of the cECG signals.

Movement artifacts may in principal have complicated

our results. Because of the adaption mechanism of the

electrodes and the patients’ supine position, movement

artifacts were effectively reduced during the measurements.

The absolute amplitudes of the capacitive ECG are

different from kECG, resulting from the different recording

positions. Previous evaluation showed the same amplitude,

when both types of electrodes were placed at the same

positions. In our study, we used exemplarily a cutoff value

of 40 lV in lead aVF in the cECG looking at the n = 9

patients with inferior STEMI (as diagnosed by the kECG)

and we could correctly assess 8 out of 9 patients in the

cECG. In contrast to the amplitudes, the QT intervals

correlated well between cECG and kECG.

Finally, another limitation of the current study is that

only 9 patients with inferior STEMI were tested after

changing the configuration which is not enough to proof

the clinical applicability yet but points to the fact that

further clinical testing is needed.

In summary, we could show for the first time using

capacitive electrodes that this technique is able to assess

myocardial infarctions in a clinical environment. Further

work will focus on the reliability and on the system design.

We believe that this innovative technique may help in the

near future to assess ECGs more easily even in clinically

difficult situations. Moreover, these electrodes may be also

used in the future as an integrated part to a mattress in the

tables in the catheter lab or in patients0 beds without

additional electrode fixation on the chest.
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